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During the evening-of February l-.?', 1964 a strange in

cident, or perhaps more exactly a series of seemingly strange

events, occurred at the rural residence of Mr. and Mrs. Earle

At the time they lived at 42?1 Northampton Rd.

in Northampton Township, just Northwest of Akron, Ohio.

On May 10, 1968, following up a lead given to me by Dr. J.

Allen Hynek, 1.went.to Akron and conducted an investigation

of the incident. This is the story of that investigation.

On Monday,April 29, 1968 I was given a copy of the Flying

Saucer Investigating Committee (of Akron) (FSIG) Bulletin

for February, 1968 by Dr. Hynek. In it was an article marked

"Out of the Past" which briefly described the events of the

evening in question. That night I called my parents in Cleve

land (some 30 miles from Akron and Northampton Township) and

asked them to contact a Mr. Larry who was a princi-

pal in the case and also was listed as co-chairman of the

FSIC,in the masthead of its bulletin. My uncle, Mr. Marvin

a businessman in Akron, contacted Mr. on Tues

day, April 30. He said he would be happy to speak to me,

and was sure that Mrs. the chief witness in the

case, would consent to be interviewed by me also. This in

formation was communicated to me on Wednesday, May 1, along

with Mrs. 's address and phone number, and Mr.
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home address and phone, and place of work. I called both

Mr. and Mrs .* on Sunday, May 5 and asked if

I would be able to talk to them sometime during the following

weekend. They both agreed, and in a follow-up letter to

Mr. I reaffirmed my intention to meet with him on

Friday, May 10, and also expressed an interest in any other

particularly interesting sightings^which had occurred more

recently, and preferably had been reported to the Air Force

Project Bluebook at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton.

I called Mrs. from my parents' home in Cleve

land Friday morning a little after 10:00 a.m., arranging to

come to her home approximately noon. On the way out to her

home I stopped at Steele's corners, which is about l| miles

from the residence-and is the nearest commercial

area to them, possessing three service stations, an auto

parts store, and a "Lawson's" (chain) grocery store. The

gas station attendents did not know the , and neither

did the employees at Lawson's. Just down the road was an

Ohio State Highway Patrol post where I also stopped. They

knew nothing about the Johnston's, or any UFO sightings

either around the time of the incident in question or more

recently. However the secretary pointed out- that their juris

diction and main concern primarily centered around traffic

control.

A few minutes after noon I drove up' to the '

current residence. They now live at the

. in Northampton .Township. The is
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part of the estate of the recently deceased president of a

large supermarket chain(Fisher Foods). The live

in a smaller guest house or perhaps servant's quarters a

short distance from the main residence. When I pulled up

to the house Mrs. came out to greet me. She is a

middle aged woman, perhaps 55 years old, with.what seemed

to me to be quite obviously dyed red hair. Immediately upon

entering the house I called Mr. and arranged to meet

him later that afternoon. I was tendered an invitation by

him to have dinner with the executive committee of the FSIC

that evening, which after some hesitation I accepted.

Mrs. and I talked first a little about her

and her husband. Mr. is a Summit County Building

Inspector, and she works' part time for Janet Warner Interior

Decorators of Akron. She and her husband conduct "Non-denom

inational retreats" in the fields of philosophy and religion.

Working independently of any affiliation or religious back

ing they bring church and other groups out to their home,

because they feel there is a "great need for a place to get

away and do some self-analysis." Mrs. emphasized

that they lead a "quiet and simple life1, and meditate every

evening." Mr. also prectices and teaches yoga. A

number of times Mrs. expressed an interest in the

"metaphys ical."

When I' asked about her feelings about UFQs before the

time of the sighting and since then she replied that until

the incident she;"took- flying saucer reports with a grain of
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salt," but now she "knows there is something there." Since

the incident in question she has seen two other UFOs, one

of which she described in a manner which made it sound very

much like an airplane with its navigation lights--on. She

is not a member of the FSIC, but has known Mr. and

Mr. for a number of years, has attended FSIC meetings

(which are open to the public), and had gone along with an

FSIC member giving a lecture the day before I met her.

I then asked Mrs. to narrate the events of the

evening in question. About 7:30 p.m. on February 17, 1964

she was talking to Milton of the FSIC when she heard

"What I thought was a low flying plane" that was so loud that

"the house began to shake." She said could hear it over

the phone. The dogs then started creating such a commotion

that she could hardly talk to , who suggested that she

go outside to see what was up. By the time she went outside

the roar had diminished but she could still hear a "high

frequency sound". Up the driveway in a temporary parking

area about 150 feet away she could see "a shaft of light.

It was about the size of a garage. It didn't seem to be an

object, just light; there seemed to be no substance to it."

She ran back into the house and told Mr. what she saw,

inadvertantly letting the dogs outside. They started to run

up the driveway barking furiously but "they didn't seem to

be able to go past a certain point along the driveway." Ar.

said he'd call her back and she ran outside again. The

light seemed to be diminishing a little. Then the phone
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rang and as she ran back into the house she heard a "terrible

yelp" from one of the dogs. Mr. was on the phone and

told her that he and Mr. would be out there as soon

as possible. She ran back outside and the female dog ran

back into the house "trembling and barking", but Caesar, the

male, was not around. Two or three minutes later he crawled

up out of the ravine on the other side,-of. the house from the

drive, went into the house ,•• and-hid. After calming the dogs

down somewhat she went back outside and "the light was just

about gone."' The dogs were still quite excited. and

got there after about 25 minutes. The light was gone

by then.-

When and arrived as their car approached

the section'of 'the driveway, near where the light had appeared

(the top of a risej they encountered a "force field". The

high frequency sound was still present with the same inten

sity as before. "Mr. had his geiger counter and he

encountered quite a-biit of activity on it." and

noted some "strange markings" in the snow of the parking area

near the place where the light was seen. Then Mrs.

went into the house and while she was inside and

"saw a cluster of lights moving across the sky."

In answer to my question she likened the roaring sound

that she first heard to a "plane that had swooped down, al

most touched the roof of the hquse, and back up again. It

grew much louder and then diminished." The high frequency

sound was constant, and really bothered her. "It bothered
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the dogs...they still didn't calm down even after Mr.

and Mr. arrived.' The first time it seemed as if they

wanted to .go further,up the drive but something was holding

them back, or they ware afraid to'go,any further." She called

the roaring sound "almq.st deafening" and pegs its duration

at about 2-3 minutes;• In reference to the light itself she

called it diffuse and fuzgy around the edges, "kind of misty

and glowing."She goes on to say, "as the light faded it kind

of diminished around the edges, it just became dimmer, dimi

nishing in intensity and in size. For some reason I could

not bring myself to go closer to it." It took at least 20

minutes for the light to gradually disappear, and it did not

move. She encountered a "force field", which had the effect

of making her nervous, then the sound bothered her ears and

"I felt as though there were electricity in the air...I'm

sure it slowed down my movements, as though it kind of stunned

me. My hair was standing on end and I think I felt a kindof

tingling all over...It was kind of a gradual thing" (no dis

tinct boundaries.)'It did not extend into the house, and

"the light had been just about in the center of the sound

area." She claims to have noticed the "force field before

it was mentioned to her by and . By the time

the two men left, the "force field was diminishing."

I then went out to the site of the incident, 4271 North

ampton Rd., with Mrs. I sketched the area and

marked pertinent data on a very rough map. The "cottage",
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as it was referred to by Mrs. was a small green

board shack approximately thirty feet square. It did, however,

have plumbing, electricity, and phone. The cottage was quite

a distance back from the road, at the end of a .3 mile long

winding gravel driveway. It was on a spit of land extending

into a deep ravine which surrounds itjpn three sides with

steeply sloping hillsides. It is a heavily wooded area and

wild animals up to and including deer are common to the region.

Mrs. pointed out the place from„ which she viewed

the light, where the light occurred, the point where the dog

came out of the ravine, aijd other spots. 'I was later to also

come here with Mr. and Mr. , individually. A

composite map is at the end of the paper..

After going out to the site with Mrs-. I left

their place on the pretext of having to viait a relative

and was able to spend some time talking to the neighbors,

at both their current residence and the place of the sighting.

All of the neighbors knew just, about the same ihing about

the Johnstons- nothing. One of their current neighbors who

lives next door (a quarter of a mile down the road) was

aware of the fact that they held frequent retreats, but that

was about all. She said they aren't seen very often out on

the road or around, and keep pretty much to themselves. She

had met Mr. once or twice and Mrs. not at

all. Their other neighbors hadn't had any contact'with them

either, except one woman who worked at the local voting

booth.
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Back at their old "neighborhood", which is just a few

miles away,from where' they live now, the situation was much
Y -

t.

the same. Here their "driveway" seperated them from their

nearest neighbor by .3 mile, and most of the people never

even knew they; lived there,"or who is living there now. One

neighbor remembers their Sunday retreats, and another, from

whom they oince- bought water; thought that they still lived

there. (They moved from there just a few months after the

evening in question.) - '

A few miles away a bar, hamburger stand, and gas station

also yielded negative results.(This was at the junction of

Peninsula and Portage Path roads.). It would to seem that

the neighbor who said that the keep pretty much

to themselves made an understatement.

The next person I interviewed was Mr. Larry . I

conducted the interview at the home, and then right

before going to dinner with the FSIC went out with him to

the location of the sighting. I would estimate Mr.

to be in his early forties. He is a short stocky individual

and is employed at the RCA Rubber Company in the shipping

department. He is not married, not college educated, lives

with his parents, and as I was soon to find out, is a vege

tarian. He has been with the FSIC since its inception in

196l, and before that was part of the UF0liC which was a parent

group. Mr. is the current co-chairman of the group.

He has witnessed four "positive" UFOs, that is, objects which

he feels could not be explained in our scientific framework,
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and has personally investigated at least 200 sightings in Ohio.

On the night of the sighting Mr. was contacted

by Mr. Milton (the third principal in the case) who had

been talking to Mrs. at the time of the sighting.

and drove out to the home, the time

elapsed being on the orderjof 25-30 minutes. As the car climbed
the final small grade before reaching the parking lot (where

the light had appeared to be) ''•began to hear a very

high pitched sound and immediately stopped the car and stepped

out...I felt woozy it.was intense." "3]hey walked'up the

grade, the object was not in view. The, sound persisted for

about 35 minutes, and 'then,"The sound stopped abruptly- it

just cut." They tried to determine the source of the sound

but couldn't find one. There Was no variation in intensity

through the effected area except at the boundaries. "We

found that it had a very clear line of demarcation...probably

the thing was 200 feet in diameter. During this period we

found some design scratchings in the snow which we fully

determined were fully out of reach of anything which could

have caused tnem. As we moved on toward the main road from

there Mr. and I heard some very pronounced walkings

which didn't seem to be over 50 or 75 feet into the wooded

area from us. I called out and no one would answer."

In answer to my questions about the "force field" he

had little more to add. The sound was constant and there

were no physical sensations other than the momentary woozi-

ness. He claims to have"felt no fear" , and had no "basic
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goose pimple effect".• The field was pronounced enough to

find its boundaries by just listening.

"After about-35 minutes Mr. called my attention

to a moving light directly overhead, and when this thing

moved out "of the area the; sound just stopped, abruptly."

It was not seen to .approach, or rise, it was first seen directly

overhead. It was moderately distinct, similar in size and

magnitude to Echo II. It' apparently was very high up, There

was scattered overcast that night. Mr. inferred a

relationship between the 'sound and the light when they both

disappeared at the same time. At the site Mr. indi

cated that it moved in a South-east direction, for about 20

seconds. With his arm he described an arc of about 10 degrees

through which he observed it.

By the time and arrived "the dogs were not

misbehaving in any way." At this time they were still hearing

the sound.

As an answer to a final question Mr. stated that,

"On that occasion we did not have any geiger counters."

I met the third individual involved in the case while

having dinner with the executive committee and most active

members of the FSIC that evening. Mr. is a thirty

year old sandy-ha-ired man of medium build. He attended Akron

University for a number of years, majoring in philosophy,

but did not get a degree. He has worked at a number of jobs

and is currently an order expeditor for Goodyear. During

dinner Mr. confided to me, in very low, conspiratorial
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tones, that Mr. had once "worked for the CIA" and that

he, Mr. , was "quite certain" that Mr. was still

in their employ.

I interviewed Mr. in my car on the way out to the

site of the incident. Throughout his testimony he acknow

ledged uncertainty about many of the smaller details which

I queried him about. He was the first member of the FSIC

to make the acquaintance, about a year before the

incident, at a lecture given in Cleveland by a hypnotist.

(Previous to the incident) "Myrna (Mrs. ) was inter

ested in UFOs but not to the point...that ahe and her hus

band attended meetings actively." He continued that ''.She:

is extremely broadminded about everything.-.her attitude and

outlook on everything of that nature is very open." He wasn't

sure, but thought that she had previous to the sighting at

tended FSIC meetings on occasion. His'own interest in UFOs

dates back to high school. He was in the UFORC and has been

with the FST^ since it started*...

On.the evening of..February 1?, 1964'Mr.: was on the

phone with Mrs. when she commented that she herard

a jet plane passing over. "I didn't hear it.exactly, the

jet itself, no. Myrna described it, and she said it was loud,

I don't recall hearing it." After the s'ound of the jet plane

passed "There was a very high pitched sound," and he added,

"The dogs started creating an uproar." He heard the dogs

himself. Mr. wasn't sure of the details of the next

few minutes. Mrs. was away from the phone once or
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twice. "I could hear the (high pitched) noise over the phone.

I thought it might have been telephone interference." When

I asked him to describe the sound he re-iterated that it was

very high pitched and "it had that quality which you have

over the phone when it is not actuality and of course it didn't

carry that well." It was not extraordinarily loud but audible.

Mrs. sounded "slightly hysterical" so he hung

up, called Mr. , and the two of them drove out there,

stopping the car' at the beginning of the parking area. Upon

leaving the car, "we both simultaneously heard this, we were

like being engulfed in a very high pitched sound." It sounded

like a hi-fi test record, or the noise on- short wave bands.

They couldn't find the source. They paced out" an area some

150-200 feet in diameter..where the sound was present. "Going

so far, it would not diminish altogether but fade out gra

dually." In answer to my question of whether it diminished

in intensity across the effected area he thought that it did

diminish. It was a steady sound that 3-cep.p2.dr abruptly. He

remembered seeing strange markings in the snow with no foot

prints nearby. When I asked if he felt any other physical

effects he responded that "It didn't bother me'in the least."

He goes on to say that , "Wefafter the noise stopped, it had

to be after the noise stopped because I wouldn't have noticed

anything else, we heard someone walking in the woods...very

distinctly, it was the steady pace*" of a human...It just stopped

abruptly, which startled me.We did notice an object going

over in the sky...It looked like a sattelite, it was moving
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pretty fast...it was very high. It was just like you would

take one of the stars, not a planet, but a star, one of the

not so bright ones, it was straight up. It'was only there

for a short time...it was sufficiently slow that it didn't

leave a light trail...it was visible for some seconds,.not

very long." In response to my questions about any unusual

behavior of the two dogs his answer was, "Caesar does not

get get upset easily...the high pitched sound did not disturb

him at all." (That is, while the two men were there.')

Mr. and I went out to the site after dinner, and

then returned to the home for coffee and desert.

At this time I had a long informal chat with the FSIC'actives"

which was really an extension of our pleasant dinner conver

sation, but this time with the aid of a copious number of

UFO slides. I will not go into the details of my conversa

tion with the members of the FSIC, for it is not directly

pertinent to this investigation, although individual members

of the group were obviously involved. Suffice it to say that

they are a group of flying saucer .aficionados who like to

consider themselves researchers, but I am afraid are merely

gatherers of stories, and very often slides to go with them.

In particular, a Mrs; their chief lecturer, had in

her possession an artist's conception of a UFO very similar

to the one which Mrs. claims to have seen. The

slide showed a saucer shaped craft hovering over an intersec

tion in Cleveland, Ohio. Beneath the craft which was about
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30-35 feet off the ground was a trapezoidal shaft of light

extending to the earth. The bottom of the trapezoid was per

haps 50$ longer .than the top (in the slide). It was a dif

fuse yellow light with moderately distinct edges, almost,

but not quite, transparent. The light which Mrs.

saw extended from about 14 or 15 feet up (she compared it to

some nearby tree branches which were about this far off the

ground) to the ground beneath and was rectalinear in shape

rather tnan trapezoidal. The color and texture was the same

as in the slide. It was estimated to be about 2/3 as wide

as it was high by Mrs. J , which would indeed make it

about the size if a single car garage viewed head on. Sketches

(mine) of the slide and what Mrs. says she saw are

at the end of the paper.

Careful comparison of the testimony of the three in

dividuals involved in the case yielded a number of discrep

ancies in their various accounts of the events of that evening.

Some of these are minor items which could well have resulted

from the mors than four years which has elapsed since the

episode. These are generally quantitative estimates which

can easily be understood to vary due to time and the dif

ferent perspectives of the individuals. This is not to say

that these discrepancies are entirely unimportant, for they

do act as indicators o± Iho gjiicjral i'-jliability rjj. t'l . \:±z-

nesses' testimony. In this case I would say that the in

dications are not favorable. The general tenor of the tes

timony varied from frank uncertainty pf details (Mr. ')
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to absolute(and vary unlikely) sureness of all particulars

(Mr. ).

There are a half dozen discrepancies in the testimonies

which I feel are quite important, to the point of being

deciding factors in-evaluation of the credibility of the wit

nesses, and particularly Mrs. credibility, as she

was the only witness to the actual UFO that created the stir.

The first point of divergence in the various accounts was

at the beginning of the series of events. Mrs.

clearly states (as she is quoted earlier) that the jet like

noise she heard first was clearly audible over the- phone tt

Mr. Mr J , in answer to my specific question, claims

not to have heard this sound, .which Mrs. described

as deafening. In another part -of her narrative Mrs.

states that Mr. encountered a great deal of ac

tivity on his geigerjcounter. Later on in the interview I

asked her again specifically about this item and she reiter

ated that she was certain Mr. had been getting abnor

mal readings on the instrument. When asked about instruments

used that evening, Mr, stated that his group uses geiger-

counters, but that evening he had not had one with him.

In reference to the high-pitched sound and/or force

field which was noted by all three people and the peculiar

animal behavior which is an important part of this case there

are a number of inconRouencies in the three accounts. Mrs.

states that the dogs had not calmed down even after
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the two men arrived. Both Mr. and Mr. explicit

ly state that the dogs were acting quite normally when they

arrived there, despite the high pitched sound which was still

audible at the time. All three witnesses encountered the

"force field", but each of them found that it affected him

differently. Mr. just heard a sound, Mr. felt

woozy, but neither he nor Mr. felt any "electricity"

in the air, while Mrs. thought the air felt like

it was"charged." She was.certain that it slowed her move

ments and kind of stunned her. In determining the extent

of the field Mr. thought that it was consistent

throughout the affected area, with a clear line of demarca

tion. Mr. on the other hand considers it to have been

diminishing in intensity from the apparent center and thought

that it faded out gradually, like any normal sound.

The final phenomenon in this series of phenomena was

the light seen moving across the sky by the twp men. Mr.

clearly remembers it as -being the approximate size

and magnitude of an Echo iattelite, which is quite different

from the normal artificial sattelite. He stuck to this des

cription quite adamantly. Mr. described the object in

the sky as being-.similar to a not too bright star moving

rapidly. This sounds like one ~f -fha iin.i.i'1 ' <t UP u_" the more

run of the mill man-.made moons, if it is one. Mrs.

says that the gentlemen saw a cluster of lights.. Further

examples I believe would belabor the point.
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After much thought I.have come to the conclusion that

although the series of events which took place on February

17. 1964 were strange, most of them are explainable within

the framework of our modern scientific knowledge and the

general'picture of this case in particular.

By the general picture of this case I mean more spe

cifically the credibility of the witnesses involved, and the

reliability of their testimony. Mrs. , of course,

was the only one to witness the actual shaft of light and

the strange canine behavior which makes this case particu

larly curious. However in view of the previously mentioned

discrepancies in the testimony of the witnesses, where in

variably the woman's account is the most radical, I tend to

regard her credibility as low. This variation may be due

to the time elapsed since the incident, or a tendency to exag

gerate the facts (perhaps her association with the FSIC is

involved here), but the end result is the same- a lack of

reliability.

Neither Mr. nor Mr. can be considered ex

tremely credible either. As members of the FSIC, one could

say that they might be inclined to see or hear things that

weren't really there, or exaggerate the actual situation.

This theory is re-inforced by the lack of coherency between

the men's testimony, and the use of words like "heiroglyphics"

and "force field" where there is? no cowtr^u. evidence to warrant

their use. I would classify neither of them as extraordinar

ily intelligent and the tone and content of Mr. con-
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versation makes me tend to regard him as leaning 'toward the

lunatic fringe of "Ufologists".

As I said before, I feel that most of the events of the

evening either have simple explanations or are not of sig

nificant "strangeness" to warrant concern. The sound of a

low flying jet plane need have been no more than just that.

The site of the incident is not' too far away from Cleveland

Hopkins Airport and planes flying over at fairly low alti

tudes are by no means uncommon. During the time that I was

there I heard a number of aircraft which seemed to be pretty

low. That Mrs. would have considered a particularly

low flying plane "almost deafening" could easily have been

due to her state of mind or an atmospheric accoustical

freak, or just a plane coming in very low for some reason.

I do not feel that the "heiroglyphics" in the snow and

the walking sounds in the woods are of any significance.

The area where the markings were made is surrounded by num

erous trees, and a branch falling off of one of these could

have easily been responsible for the markings, as could

someone playing with a long stick in the snow, despite the

lack of footprints in the immediate area. The footsteps in

the woods were no doubt just that. I can see no reason to

correlate them, or the markings in the snow, with the UFO.

Deer and other fauna are quite common to the area, and there

is no reason to believe that the footsteps were not caused

by some animal, or even a crazy person out for a wait.

The explanation of the light seen moving rapidly across
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the sky by the two men is difficult to assess. An ephemerus

showed that it could not have been Echb.I, as it would have

been somewhere over the Indian Ocean at the time, but it-

could possibly have been Echo II, which had just been launched

the month before. I could not find figwpes' on its position

that evening in either the New York Times-Br' the available

ephemerus, but since it travels in an almost exact polar or

bit (inclined 81 degree's to the equator) if the direction

of travel of the unknown light was just a few- degrees differ

ent from that indicated to me by Mr. (and memories

do get fuzzy with time, especially about things like this)

Echo II may well bee what was seen. If on the other hand

it looked like a normal sattelite, as Mr. described it,

it could have been any of scores of objects in orbit at that

time. Its disappearance after 20 seconds or so is not hard

to understand when it is remembered that there was scattered

overcast that evening, and it was not seen to go over the

horizon, but just disappear after traversing a few degrees

across the sky.

I do not believe that there ever was any..Pforce field"

in the area. The only evidence of one was Mrs,

and Mr. somewhat dubious testimony. I,do not ex

clude the possibility, however, of just a high frequency

sound being present. The individuals all claimed to have

heard a high pitched sound for some period of time. This

could easily have been the product of suggestion combined

with fear, either Mrs. or Mr. mentioning it
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to the other, and then Mr. suggesting it to Mr.

This is one point about which even a reasonably definite

conclusion would be hard to draw. A question which comes

up is why the dogs did not react to the sound when

and were present. I cannot accept the explanation that

they simply got used to it. The question then is was there

a high pitched sound, if so, what caused it, and was it cor

related with any UFO?

This brings us to the most important questions in this

case- 1) was there a "garage of light" in the parking area,

perhaps associated with a high pitched sound, and if so, what

caused it, and 2) what caused the dogs to act so strangely

(if indeed they ever did)? The light? The sound? Did they

sense the presence of a strange object (or force)? Or did-

they perhaps just bark at an animal or man (maybe the same

one who was heard walking later) and Mrs. and the

two men imagined the rest? Or perhaps (and I do not con

sider this very likely) they made up the whole story. If

this is the case, then why? Could the light be explained

by a plasma? If so, what caused it? There were no high

tension wires nearby and there was no electrical-.atmospheric

activity that night. These questions and many others like

them can only be answered by further organized scientific

investigation of incidents like this one. ' The UFO phenomenon

is not likely to explain itself. The enoruiity -of the task
i

is undeniable. As Dr. Hynek puts it., "It is like looking

forjgold at the bottom of a cesspool." 'But the fact remains
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that no matter what the UFO phenomenon is- physical, psycho

logical, or extra-terrestrial, it is only through pains

taking scientific research that the explanation will be

found.
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Map Legend

A. Shaft of light (my car was in the same s£ot)

B. Area of "strange markings"

C. Tree with branches about 12-14 feet high

D. Telephone pole

E. Place says he stopped the car

F. Place says car was stopped.

G. Abandoned truck trailer body

H. Furthest that dogs seemed to be "able" to go toward the light

I. Closest Mrs. approached the light.

J'. Gravel lot

K. Dog pen

L. House

•M. Place dog came up out of ravine

N. Direction and distance covered by footsteps in woods

0. Direction light in sky seemed to move.

The circled X's with the roman numerals next to them

are the places from which the pictures on the following page

were taken, the numeral of each X corresponding to' that of

each picture.
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